Palma de Mallorca. Cultural Private Shore Excursion
Private tour is sold to one or more people traveling together and Price is set for the whole group. (Euro 200 up to 12 p)

http://www.mallorcatourguides.info
Itinerary:
We start our Palma tour in the heart of the ' Palma Old City', the Gothic Quarter, which dates back to the Roman times. From the
meeting point, walking along the ancient renaissance city walls and seeing the remains of Palma’s early settlement, as the Almudaina
fortress from the Arab period as well as medieval buildings and sights in the lesser-known Jewish Quarter. Admire the beautiful
Cathedral la Seu, considered a masterpiece of gothic period and an ultimate Palma sightseeing experience, let’s talk here about the
merger and dialogue of artistic tendencies from different periods. Stroll through the narrow streets of the Casco Antic where nobility and
merchants once lived together in this neighborhood and joined forces in the construction of this impressive building.

We will continue our Palma walking tour to Morey Street where large palaces sitting right next to top museums like the Museo Mallorca.
Dali private collection in a lovely building next to la Portella. . The Arab Baths Just next door. The area is renowned for its great
traditional places .There are some local bars. Test a chocolate with ensaimada in a shop that opens business back to 1877and was
the first shop preparing almond ice cream. You'll still find the original coffee and cuartos. You're likely to find yourself going back to a
point out of time.

Highlights:









Visit the vibrant city center in a small group
Explore the local life city’s history and heritage
Sample local food specialties
Explore the stunning Palma Cathedral
Learn the secrets of Spanish olive oil
Visit vintage stores
Walk medieval backstreets and admire beautiful gothic churches

Tour style: Walking & Orientation, History & Heritage, Local Life & Culture

Included:
English speaking guide.

Excluded:
Entrance fees to monuments, different tasters, drinks and gratuities.

Group size: small group .Maximum 12

Schedule details: Duration: 3 hours



Meeting point : Plaza de la Reina.1 . Palma ( at the Windows of Carolina Herrera store )

Start time: at your choice
Tour last about 2- 3 hours time at the place of your choice in the city




Confirmation of booking: Miguel Corral
mallorcatourguides@gmail.com

www.mallorcatourguides.com
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